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Abstract 

       In this work the analogue neural network has been realized by electronic devices like 

Operational Amplifiers and Field Effect Transistor (FET) . The FET transistor has been 

utilized to self adjust weight function for neural network. By use of  drain and source 

resistance     as function of  applied voltage on the gate in linear characteristic region  , this 

resistance has been connected to the input of Operational Amplifiers which becomes as 

weight function of neural network. Implementing these mentioned characteristics for both 

FET transistor and operational amplifier , the analogue neural network structure like neuron , 

weights function and activation function have been realized individually by using the 

National Instrument multisim 10 (NI) Software, then the analogue neural network has been 

trained successfully by using supervised learning rule like  single layer perceptron learning 

rule and delta learning rule. The results, show good fulfillment of a neural network with 

analogue hardware devices and verifying the learning rules to train network. 

 

Keywords: Analogue neural network, BP learning rule, Perceptron learning rule, NI circuit 

design suits software (NI multisim 10 software) . 

 

  االصطناعيت باستخذام الذوائر التناظريت شبكاث العصبيتتحقيق الكياى الوادي لل
 

 عبذ أالله خضر   و   شاهل حوزة حسيي
 قسن الهنذست الكهربائيت

 

 خهصسخنًأ

باسخخذاو انذوائش االنكخشوٍَت يثم انًكبشاث انعصبٍت االصطُاعٍت انخُاظشٌت انشبكاث  ححقٍكفً هزا انبحث حّى 

حّى اسخخذاو و . [FET](Field Effect Transistorانًجال) حأثٍش وانخشاَضسخىس (Operational amplifierانعًهٍت )

 بٍٍ انًصذس وانًصشفانًقاويت  بىاسطت ٌ انخاصت نهشبكت انعصبٍتنألوصا انضبظ انزاحً ذانتك  FETانخشاَضسخىس 

 فً انًُطقت انخطٍتنعًم نهخشاَضسخىس وا     بٍٍ انبىابت وانًصذسفىنخٍت انًسهطت نه وانخً حًثم كذانتنهخشاَضسخىس  (   )

( وانخً حًثم دانت األوصاٌ نهشبكت Operational amplifierنًكبش انعًهٍت ) اإلدخالحسخخذو كًقاويت     وانًقاويت  ,

 يثم انخهٍت انعصبٍت بشكم يُفشد ت انعصبٍت االصطُاعٍتشبكناانبُاء وحذاث  ححقٍك كم وحذة يٍوحّى انعصبٍت . 

(Neuron )األوصاٌ ودانت (Weight function) أوانخحىٌم  تودان (  انخفعٍمActivation function) بشَايج باسخخذاو 

حذسٌب انشبكت انعصبٍت بشكم عاو َعًُ بها عًهٍت و . National Instrument multisim 10 softwareانًحاكاة 

اسخخذاو طشٌقخٍٍ يٍ انطشق بُجاح بحذسبٍها يٍ انُىع انخُاظشي حى  وانشبكت انعصبٍت ,انخاصت نهشبكت  األوصاٌضبظ 

وأحادٌت  انخغزٌت األيايٍت انعصبٍت راث يع انشبكاث انخً حُفز  Perceptron learning rule األونى ,انخعهى اإلششافً

رنك حى  ححقٍك, وألجم يخعذدة انطبقاثيع انشبكاث انعصبٍت  خً حُفزان Delta learning rule طشٌقت هً وانثاٍَت انطبقت,

 .جٍذة كاَج ا انبحث خائج انخً حّى انحصىل عهٍها فً هز. وانُ أعالِانًحاكاة انًزكىسة  بشَايج واسخخذا
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1- Introduction: 

 
The artificial neural network (ANN) is an intelligent technique which can be used in 

signal processing, signal conditioning, signal recognition, and others. It may be implemented 

and realized by two methods, one is by analogue devices which realize the continuous time 

signal processing and conditioning circuit which can be realized by FPAA, and the other 

method is by digital processing or discrete signal processing which realized by software or by 

FPGA [1] . The analogue devices like operational amplifiers and combination of CMOS or 

FET transistor can be implemented to realize the architecture of the neural network [2]. 

 There are some problems and drawbacks in hardware implementation of digital 

combinational circuits for the neural networks verification like FPGA [3] and software [4]. In 

contrast, analog design has more advantages as compared with digital, these advantages of 

analogue hardware realizations make it possible to execute the forward pass operation of 

neural network at high speed, thus making neural network possible candidates for real time 

application, other advantages lower per unit cost and small size system .The publication on 

analogue circuit realization on ANN have many ways.   

The authors of paper [5] mainly deal with neural network proposed a novel design of 

arithmetic units that including full-adder, full-subtractor ,  2-bit digital multiplier and   2-bit 

digital divider and neural network has been realized by hardware analogue components like 

operational amplifier  represented as  a multiplier , summer and subtractor . 

      The work presented in [6] explores the relatively new devices double- gate MOSFET for 

the implementation of the hysteresis neural network. It is the first attempt 

 to use these devices in the neural network field, presenting a large scale application of 

double gate MOSFETs. 

In this work a NI circuit design suits software (NI multisim10 software) has been used to 

perform and realize each part of the proposed neural network by using analogue devices like 

operational amplifier and FET transistor, the neural network has been trained by supervised 

learning method like delta learning rule and perceptron learning rule to self adjust the weights 

of neural network 

 

2- Basic neural networks: 

In general any artificial single layer neural 

network has a structure shown in figure (1) 

with ( P1 , P2 , .… , Pn ) are input connected to 

the neuron body through weights  (W1 ; W2 , … 

, Wn) .The neuron output is function of inputs 

and associated weights as shown in the 

following equations [7][8]. 

 

   (   )           ( ) 
Where  

                  : Input vector to the neuron. 

                             : Weight matrix. 

                                     : Bias. Threshold  level. 

Then result,  

   (                      )     
The output of the neuron is entered to the 

activation function which may be linear or nonlinear function as represent in equation 2. 

    (  )                                                                                         ( ) 

Figure  (1) Single layer artificial neural 

network 
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Figure (2) Resistive linear as a weight 

function of ANN 

 

     To implement each part of neural network by analogue devices like the weight and the 

neuron body and the activation function, first each part is realized and tested individually 

then the overall ANN is constructed later. 

3- Weights Function Realization of Neural Network: 
         The major parts of analogue ANN are the weight function, neuron body (summing 

node) and activation function, the weight function can be realized by: 

 Resistive linear type as a weight function: 
The analogue circuit that implement the 

simple neural network can be build with 

operational amplifier as shown in figure 2 , 

where the inputs are                     
and weight function is produced by the ratio 

R1/Rx, and the output of operation amplifier 

is given as equation  . 

 

....(3) 
 

   This outputs is becomes inputs to the 

activation function, which in this case linear 

type [9]. 

 Employing FET transistor as a 

weight function: 
The drain to source voltage      and drain current     characteristic of FET transistor for 

various value of gate to source voltage     has been chosen in the linear region of these 

characteristic in order to emulate the resistance. Both  n_channel type and p_channel type of 

the field effect transistor (FET) have been used as a weight function of the proposed neural 

network, in other words the FET transistor has been used to produce a adjusted resistance 

between Drain and Source     as a function of     . The     and     characteristic for the 

n_channel and p-channel FET transistor are shown in figure 3 and figure 4 respectively 

[1][9]. 
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Figure (3) n_channel FET transistor characteristic 
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Vgs 0 -0.5 -1 -1.5 -2 -2.5 -3 -3.5 -4 -4.5 -4.75 -5 -6 

Rds 114 124.8 138.3 156 180 213 263 350 528 1130 1950 35500 36000 

W 1.1416 1.132 1.12 1.1 1.087 1.061 1.025 0.967 0.867 0.642 0.5 0.04 0 

 

 
   The resistance between drain and source     for both type n_channel and p_channel of the 
FET transistor is used weight function of the artificial neural network can be calculated by [1]. 

    
   

   
                                                                                     ( )                                                                                                           

 

     Theoretically the Drain and Source resistance       for the both type of the FET transistor 

as expressed by equation 5 [1][7]. 

    
  

(  
   

  
)
                                                                                         ( )                                                                                                                     

Where               is the minimum resistance value when       .                  

                            is the pinch off voltage of the transistor . 

 

The neuron weight can be adjusted by changing the gate to source voltage of the FET 

transistor      then the output has been calculated by equations 6, and weight by equation 7,  

as shown below :- 

    
  

   
     

    
  

  
 (  

   

  
)                                                                       ( )   

Therefor                                                                                           

      ( )    (  
   

  
)
 

                                                               ( )                                                                                        

Where   K   is a constant.  

     The result of the resistance value      of the FET transistor type n_channel is given in the 

table (1) for fixed VDS = 0.35 volt and for     between 0 volt to – 6volt. Then the resistance 

value     of the FET transistor type p_channel is given table (2) for fixed    = 0.25volt and 

for     between 0 volt to 7.5volt. 

Table (1) Relationship between    ,     and Positive weights of specify n-channel FET transistor 

 

 

Figure (4)  p_channel FET  transistor characteristic 
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Vgs 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 5.85 6.7 7.5 

Rds 64.84 69.2 74.27 80.3 87.74 96.3 107.2 121.3 140 205.3 330 5500 9000 

W 1.186 1.181 1.177 1.17 1.165 1.157 1.147 1.135 1.12 1.067 1 0.55 0.147 
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Figure (5) Relationship between 𝑉𝑔𝑠 and Positive Weights 
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Figure (6) Relationship between     and Negative Weights  

 

Table (2) Relationship between    ,      and Negative weights of specify p-channel FET transistor 

      

  The relationship between Gate-Source voltage     and positive weights for n-channel FET 

transistor is shown in figure 5. The relationship between Gate - Source voltage     and 

negative weights for p-channel FET transistor is shown in figure 6. 
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    Characteristics shown in figure (5) and figure (6) can be used to adjust the weights of the 
ANN by choosing appropriate   . The circuit diagram for the weight function of ANN using 

field effect transistor FET is shown in figure (7). 

 

 

 
     In which the output voltage Vo has been calculated by the following equation.  

                                                                                                      ( ) 
Where 

                                      
   

   
 ‖                    

  
  

       
 

 

4- REALIZING EACH PART OF THE ANN: 
        Each part of the proposed analogue artificial neural network has been realized and 

tested individually by using National Instrument software , these parts can be classified to: 

i. Neurons inputs:- 
       The neurons are built using n_channel and p_channel type of the field effect transistor 

FET and operational amplifier [1].  Figure 8 shows the construction of ANN and it represents 

four input artificial neural network realization by using electronic devices like operational 

amplifier and FET. The circuit diagram of the ANN has been realized by using National 

Instrument software.  
ii. Neuron Activation Function:- 

        The activation function is chosen such that the output fires, in other words, the activation 

functions can be defined as a function that transforms the activation level of a unit (neuron) in 

to an output signal depending on its input/output behavior. The neuron activation functions 

can be classified in to five broad categories [1][8]. 

1. Unit step function. 

2. Identity function. 

3. Linear threshold function. 

4. Sigmoid function. 

5. Gaussian function. 

Figure (7) Weight function of ANN using FET   
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Figure (8) Four input artificial neural network 
 

        In this work the sigmoid neuron activation function and linear threshold activation 

function have been used because sigmoid activation function has a wide range of applications 

in Sigma-pi and Hopfield neural networks in addition to being employed in multilayer 

perceptron neural network. While linear threshold function is used in single layer feed 

forward neural networks and single layer perceptron neural network. The sigmoid function 

has two major variants that are widely used in the Processing Elements (PE), They are the 

logistic and the hyperbolic functions [4]. The mathematical definition of the hyperbolic 

sigmoid function has been used in this work as shown in equation. 

   (  )      ( )  
       

      
                                              ( )         

 

  Where,   is the input voltage    is the voltage gain and V is the output voltage. 

Theoretically, for positive values of the input voltage   , the function discussed above 

approaches +1.65 for large values of   . Similarly, for negative values of the input voltage   , 

the function approaches -1.65 for large values of   . Thus, the hyperbolic sigmoid function 

resembles the unit step function for high gain values and converges to the unit step function 

point wise as       . But unlike the unit step function the sigmoid function is everywhere 
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differentiable slope for every    [7][8]. The sigmoid neuron activation function with variable 

gain is shown in figure (9), the experimental input/output relation of sigmoid neuron 

activation function is given in figure (10)                                                             

 

Figure (10) experimental input/output relation of the sigmoid function 

 

      On the other hand, the builder electronic circuit that represents linear threshold neuron 

activation function with variable gain is shown in figure (11). The experimental input output 

relation are given in figure (12) that realize the linear threshold function [1][8].    
 

 

 

 

 

Figure (9) sigmoid neuron activation function with variable gain  
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Figure (11) linear threshold Neuron Activation Function 

Figure (12) Graphical representation of the linear threshold 

 

iii. Training of the Artificial Neural Network:- 

 
      The Back propagation (BP) learning rule and single layer perceptron learning rule have 

been realized and implemented of  the proposed  analogue artificial neural network. The 

demonstration of the limitation of single layer neural network was a significant factor in the 

decline of interest in neural network in the 1970. The discovery by (several researches 

independently ) and wide spread dissemination of an effective general method of training a 

multilayer neural network such as Rumelhart , Hinton , Williams,  1986a , 1986b ; 

MecClelland & bRumelhart , 1988 are played a major role in the reemergence of neural 

network as a tool for solving a wide variety of problems [1]. 

       The BP networks are among the most popular and widely used neural networks because 

they are relatively simple and powerful, then a BP networks is a multilayer , feed forward 

network that is trained by propagating the error between the output of ANN f(net) and the 

desired value (target value d ) using the generalized delta rule [1][9][10].  
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       As a configuration Figure (13) represent the two stage of the BP learning algorithm 

feedforward stage and backward Propagation stage [2][10]. And figure (14) represent the 

perceptron learning rule algorithm.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (13) Feed forward and backward stage of the BP learning rule [10] 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (14) Perceptron learning rule algorithm 

 
        The steps of learning algorithms for the BP learning rule can be expressed by following 

steps [10] :- 

 

Initialize Weights:- 

                           
                  
           

Four inputs of ANN. 

                                 
Feed forward steps; 

W2 
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     (  
   )        

 (    )     (    )      

     (  
   (    )    )   

 (    )     (    )            
Back propagation steps:- 

   ((   (    )    (    ))    

          (    )                 

                                  

           (    )                           

                            

                                  
Update Weights and biases: 

  (   )    (   )             

  (   )    (   )            

  (   )    (   )                  

  (   )    (   )                
 

       The steps of learning algorithms for the Perceptron learning rule can be expressed by 

following steps [1]:-  

 

Initialize Weights:- 

                            
Four inputs of ANN:-  

                                   
Perceptron learning procedure:-  

     (  
    )                

 (    )         (    )     
   (   (    )                    

                                

  (   )    (   )         
 

       The Back propagation learning rule and Perceptron Learning rule for training proposed 

analogue ANN have been realized by using electronic devices like Operational amplifier and 

FET transistor utilizing the National Instrument software(NI multisim 10 software). The 

figure 15 represent the update weights of four input ANN, using supervised learning rule, 

implementing Delta learning rule for trained network, specially the delta learning rule has 

been realized via backpropagation learning algorithms as shown in figure 13. The updated 

values of weights depended on propagation delay of the feedforward and backward stages. 

The figure 16 represent the update weights of ANN by using supervised learning rule, 

implementing Perceptron learning rule for trained network. This learning rule has been 

realized by using perceptron learning algorithms as mentioned previously (paragraph 

previous) .  
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Figure(15) Realization of the BP Learning rule  

Figure(16)  Realization of Perceptron learning rule 
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5- Results and Discussion  
To verify realization of analogue ANN and training by supervised learning rules we have 

tested simple ANN which has four inputs and one output , the initial weight vector W'1 for 

proposed ANN is assumed to be                  ,  the set of input training vectors is as 

follows                                                     , the learning 

constant is assumed to be c=0.1 . The teacher 's desired response for           are    
                   ,respectively .The weight vectors for analogue ANN have been 

updated with varying the set of input training vectors X1,X2,X3. The results for the update 

weight vectors have been computed by MATLAB NN tool program and by an analogue ANN 

which is realized by NI Multisim 10 software .these results are given in table (2) .  

 

Table 2. Update weight vectors of ANN for test input vectors utilizing MATLAB program 

and National Instrument Multisim 10 software 

Set of input 

training for 

ANN 

Digital implementation of ANN Analogue implementation of ANN 
Updated weights by  

BP trained in 

MATLAB 

Updated weights by  

Perceptron trained 

 in MATLAB 

Updated weights by  

BP trained in NI 

Software 

Updated weights by  

Perceptron trained  

in NI Software 

 W'1=[1 -1 0  0.5]  W'1=[1 -1 0  0.5] W'1=[1 -1 0  0.5]  W'1=[1 -1 0  0.5]  

X1=[1  -2  0  -1]  W'2=[0.974 -0.94 0 0.526]  W'2=[0.8 -0.6 0 0.7]  W'2=[1 -1  0  0.5]  W'2=[0.794 -0.586 0 0.7]  

X2=[0 1.5  -0.5 -1] 
W'3=[0.974 -0.95 0.002 

0.531]  
W'3=[0.8 -0.6 0 0.7]  W'3=[1 -0.99 0.002 0.5]  W'3=[0.79 -0.6  0  0.699]  

X3=[-1 1  -0.5 -1] 
W'4=[0.947 -0.929   0.016 

0.505]  
W'4=[0.6 -0.4 0.1 0.5]  W'4=[1 -0.99 0.002 0.5]  W'4=[0.59 -0.382 0.1 0.5]  

 
     As another test, the complete ANN has been constructed by using electronic components 

such as operational amplifiers and FET transistor utilizing NI multisim 10 program simulator 

to verify XOR Gate work, this network is called (ANN like XOR gate). The table 3.  

Represent update weights and biases for input layer and output layer of this network. The 

initial weight vector V for input layer of proposed ANN is assumed to be 

                          and biases          . The initial weight vector W for output 

layer of analog ANN is assumed to be                 and bias          . 
 

Table 3. Updating weight vector and biases of analog ANN like XOR gate 

Update Weights of O/P 

Layer(Volt) 
Update Weights of I/P Layer(Volt) 

            Weights 

Inputs 

b3 W2 W1 b2 b1 V22 V21 V12 V11  
0.5 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 

0.61 0.275 0.154 0.512 0.507 0.201 0.301 0.54m 0.1 x1=1,x2=-1,t1=1 

0.6 0.182 0.83 0.51 0.5 0.211 0.285 0.5m 0.1 x1=1,x2=1,t2=-1  

 

6- Conclusion: 
The ANN can be implemented and realized like operational amplifier and FET transistor 

which is not very expensive devices and available anywhere.  

The practical circuit has been built in this work for very simple four input neural network, 

where only one chip of operational amplifiers and a little component are used. This network 

is useful and easy so it can be implemented generally for any neural network. Field effect 

transistor FET characteristic, the resistance between drain and source (Rds) can be utilized in 
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the linear region to be as voltage controlled weight function of neural network. Self 

adjustment of the weight can be done via gate source voltage     and self-taught net by use of 

supervised learning rules. So with more than a few dozen neurons is virtually can be realized 

and constructed. 

        Positive values and negative values for weights function of ANN can be realized by 

using electronic devices like operational amplifier and transmission gate transistors 

(n_channel FET for positive weights and p_channel FET for negative weights ) . 
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